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whats new(s)?




…some of the news some of the time (for the rest see disInformation)




Longform


	Longform Podcast #575: Megan Kimble

	Longform Podcast #574: Zach Harris

	Longform Podcast #573: Rozina Ali

	Longform Podcast #572: Derek Thompson

	Longform Podcast #571: Tessa Hulls

	Longform Podcast #570: Sloane Crosley

	Longform Podcast #569: Lauren Markham

	Longform Podcast #568: Zoë Schiffer




Longnow


	Members of Long Now

	Stumbling Towards First Light

	On Exactitude in Climate Science

	To Save It, Eat It

	Alicia Escott and Heidi Quante

	The Enduring Trajectory of Jewish Fashion

	Jonathan Cordero

	The Work that Lasts




boingboing


	No-one hurt in Massachusetts Satanic Temple bombing

	Canadian DNA lab sold paternity tests it knew were inaccurate

	NYPD debuts windshield boot to trap parking offenders

	Footage of voice actors from The Simpsons improvising in character

	Watch these ducks strut their stuff in the annual Sydney Duck Fashion Show

	Man hit in face by fish

	Why this $165.99 drone bundle is a must-have for adventurers

	Greedy MAGA Rep Andrew Clyde who snatched up $156,697 loan forgiveness for himself, says students be forced to pay their loans




google news


	'Counterfeit' Botox Injections Suspected of Hospitalizing 2 People in Illinois: 'Residents Should Exercise Caution' - PEOPLE

	Jennifer and James Crumbley to be sentenced in son's Michigan school shooting - Fox News

	UConn wins back-to-back NCAA championships with dominant win over Purdue - Yahoo Sports

	Hamas says Israeli proposal fails to meet demands, but is under review - Reuters

	Jamie Dimon says AI could be as transformative as electricity or the internet—here's how to invest - CNBC

	Google Vids is the latest AI-powered app in Workspace - The Verge

	International court rules Switzerland violated human rights in landmark climate case brought by 2,000 women - CNN

	2024 NFL mock draft: Trades create chaos throughout first round - USA TODAY




worldchanging


	An error occurred while fetching this feed: http://feeds.feedburner.com/worldchanging_fulltext




SEED


	An error occurred while fetching this feed: http://seedmagazine.com/feeds/RSS/




slashdot


	Google's Gemini Pro 1.5 Enters Public Preview on Vertex AI

	Google Announces Axion, Its First Custom Arm-based Data Center Processor

	With Vids, Google Thinks It Has the Next Big Productivity Tool For Work

	US To Award Samsung Up To $6.6 Billion Chip Subsidy For Texas Expansion

	San Francisco's Light Rail To Upgrade From Floppy Disks

	The Internet Archive Just Backed Up an Entire Caribbean Island

	Magnets Are Switching Up the Keyboard Game

	'Social Order Could Collapse' in AI Era, Two Top Japan Companies Say




Next nature


	An error occurred while fetching this feed: http://feeds.feedburner.com/nextnature




interconnected


	Driving at night

	Who will be the new babysitters for my new needy AI apps?

	Who will build new search engines for new personal AI agents?

	Filtered for vampires and calendars

	Shower thoughts about reinventing the shower

	Four ways I made my (successful) Kickstarter harder than necessary

	Tech has graduated from the Star Trek era to the Douglas Adams age

	New app! A compass that points to the centre of the galaxy
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